
How to Add Snow, Dirt, Sand and Other Granular Textures for Use In GIMP
By: Julien Johnson

This tutorial will explain how to achieve a look like this(Fig 1.1), using these two base textures (Fig 1.2 
& 1.3).

For this tutorial I am working with a 800x800 .xcf with 100 dpi/ppi. 

Step 1: Determine you base texture or object and fill in area with texture on separate layer (Layer name 
Brick Floor, Fig 1.2). For this example I've used a tillable brick texture and colourized it to get a nice 
earthy colour. 

Step 2: Add a second layer filled with the grainy texture (Layer name Dirt, Fig 1.3) you are to use. Set 
it above the base layer.

Step 3: Add a layer mask to Dirt and ensure the entirety of the area you are covering is showing ( Fig 
1.4). For this example I just filled in the entirety. Later there will be an example with limits to the area. 

Step 4: By colour select the area in Dirt mask that you will be adding the grainy texture to the base. 
Apply a Plasma to the area(Filters->Render->Clouds->Plasma, Fig 1.5). Set the turbulence to 7.0 and 
randomize.  

Step 5: This may be sufficient for the look you are going for and can keep this effect (Fig 1.6). I like to 
go one step further and set the layer mode to Multiply (Fig1.7). This darkens and merges the area a lot 
better with the base. You can additionally add a Gaussian Blur of 5 pixels to the mask if you happen to 
get a lot of artifacting from your Plasma to smooth it out. 

Step 6: Additionally this can be applied to objects as well as textures to add positive results. In this 
example I've used a object I created for mummified remains to to show different uses, added a bright 
sand texture to add some grit. (Fig 1.8, 1.9 & 1.10)
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